
 
 
 
Job Title: Software Support Manager   
Reports to: Chief Innovation Officer 
Work Schedule: 8.0 hours per day, 260 days per year 
Salary: Per Salary Schedule #05 – C – Exempt 3 
 
Job Summary:   
The Software Support Manager will provide support to users for district standard application software, operating 
systems, on desktop and mobile devices at the end user level. The manager has primary responsibility for 
desktop and mobile OS device management services, testing new applications and services, and managing 
system and software delivery and updates. The manager participates in training and a developing a variety of 
documentation on the use of district owned devices, software and services, and is the lead in troubleshooting 
for software related computing issues. The manager also participates as part of the Technology Department in 
other technology support tasks as needed. 
 
Essential Job Functions:   
This list of essential job functions is not exhaustive and may be supplemented as necessary.  Depending upon 
individual assignment, the employee may perform all or a combination of several of the following duties: 
 Provide software and basic technical support for district-supported instructional and administrative personal 

computer stations and related peripheral equipment. 
 Coordinate distribution, preparation, and installation of software on new workstations and computing 

devices (including district standard images) and associated devices for students and staff throughout the 
district 

 Troubleshoot user computer software problems and takes appropriate action to resolve problems in the 
most efficient manner 

 Assist users through telephone, online, and/or onsite support 
 Provide training input covering all district-supported software and operating systems to department staff 

and associated work teams 
 Provide efficient system and planning for the distribution of new operating systems and software and 

upgrading of existing operating systems and software 
 Provide instructions and logistic information as necessary 
 Collaborate in pilot testing of new software and team with others (including software developers and 

vendor partners) to resolve any conflicts or implementation issues 
 Provide technical assistance with planning and practical oversight for the implementation of district 

computer labs, stationary and mobile, and their ongoing management needs 
 Provide planning and oversight for the re-imaging of systems as they are re-purposed  for other uses and/or 

users 
 Analyze, develop, and implement integration of desktop and mobile OS systems with cloud-based storage 

and file storage services; provide simplified instructions; and recommended approaches 
 In collaboration with Technology Department staff, maintain current knowledge of trends, developments, 

and products in computer hardware and software of potential direct impact upon the district and learn a 
variety of new software and enhancements to provide technical support to users 

 Participate in training sessions, meetings, teams, and a variety of activities as assigned for professional 
development and achievement 

 Maintain consistent presence at assigned worksite and regular work hours 
 Professionally interact with students, staff, and public 
 Comply with all district policies and procedures 
 Perform related duties as assigned 
 
Desired Skills:   
 Skill in providing technical assistance and training to non-technical staff 
 Knowledge of basic networking and network connections 
 Ability to provide computer software support to instructional and administrative users 
 Proficient in productivity tools such as Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Google Apps 
 Ability to prepare and deliver effective and informative presentations, workshops, and training sessions 



 Ability to install, lift, and position computers, equipment, and supplied weighing up to 70 pounds 
 Ability to work irregular and flexible hours as required 
 Ability to create documentation for non-technical staff on using specialized software 
 Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing 
 Ability to read, understand, and apply complex technical documents 
 Ability to plan, organize, and prioritize work 
 Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with staff and the public 
 Experience in configuring labs to accommodate customer preferences and student needs 
 Skill in researching and troubleshooting instructional software 
 Experience with other operating systems (including Windows and UNIX), software and hardware 
 
Minimum Qualifications: 
 Two or four year technical certification or college degree in related field (will consider relevant experience 

in a responsible and independent technical support position as substitution for certification/degree) 
 Support experience using the following preferred: 

o Macintosh operating systems 10.x,  
o Windows 7 – 8.1 Professional,  
o iOS,  
o Chrome OS,  
o Microsoft Office Suite,  
o Google Apps for Education, and 
o Adobe Applications 

 Previous experience with configuring system settings, email, calendar, and networking on a 
variety of mobile computing devices and Macintosh/Windows computers  

 Previous experience using remote desktop, screen sharing, and desktop sharing software 
 Valid Washington State driver’s license maintained for length of employment and evidence of mobility 
 High School diploma or equivalent 
 Experience and/or training with cultural, ethnic, and language diversity preferred 
 Successful Washington State Patrol and Federal Bureau of Investigation Fingerprint Clearance 
 Proof of Immunization (if born 1/1/57 or later) 
 I-9 Employment Eligibility in compliance with the Immigrations Reform and Control Act 
• Completion of all district-required training within thirty (30) calendar days from hire date 
  
Work Environment:   
The work environment characteristics described are representative of those an employee encounters while 
performing the essential functions of this job.  The employee is required to sit for prolonged periods; requires 
mental and visual concentration; requires prolonged exposure to visual display terminal; occasionally required 
to deal with distraught or frustrated people; occasionally required to work flexible and irregular hours to 
complete tasks; requires occasional lifting and carrying of equipment and supplies up to 70 pounds; required to 
operate motor vehicle and travel between sites; manual dexterity and precision required to operate a 
computer and connect cables; required to have precise control of fingers and hand movements; experiences 
constant interruptions and inflexible deadlines; must be able to work at a computer monitor for prolonged 
periods; and must be able to crouch, crawl, bend, kneel, and lift/move objects such as files, boxes, etc.  The 
employee is required to deal with distraught and/or angry persons and is exposed to infectious diseases carried 
by children.  The noise level in the work environment is acceptable to this particular environment and can vary 
depending upon daily activity but will remain within acceptable ranges. 
 
Evaluation: 
The Software Support Manager shall be evaluated periodically by the Chief Innovation Officer pursuant to the 
currently established district procedures and evaluation criteria.  The process shall include an evaluation of the 
performance of the above essential job functions.   
 
Classification History: 
Job description developed January 2015. 
Job description revised November 2017. 


